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SABSTRACT

SA surgical implant assembly, and components thereof, are disclosed. Such

assemblies include a connector device and an anchoring shaft. The assemblies are useful

CI for insertion into bone and connecting a foreign object to bone via a polyaxial coupling

mechanism.
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O 1
O POLYAXIAL CONNECTION DEVICE AND METHOD

This application claims priority of pending U.S. provisional application Ser. No.

60/215,602, filed Jun. 30, 2000, which is incorporated herein by reference in its entirety.

FIELD OF THE INVENTION

-This invention relates generally to polyaxial securement devices and, more
0
OO particularly, to a screw for insertion into human bone having a polyaxial coupling for

adjustably mounting a foreign object to the bone and, even more particularly, to a screw for

S 10 insertion into spinal bone having a polyaxial coupling and locking mechanism for mounting a

stabilizing rod to a sequence of vertebrae.

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

The use of fixation devices for the treatment of vertebrae deformities and injuries is

well known in the art. Various fixation devices are used in medical treatment to correct

curvatures and deformities, treat trauma and remedy various abnormal spinal conditions.

Treatment of these conditions generally requires the implantation of various

component pieces such as support rods, crosslinks, caudal facing hooks, cranial facing hooks

and like components, which form a spinal implant system.

It is necessary in spinal implant systems to properly anchor the system to bone to

provide necessary support of the implant. Bone screws are commonly used for anchoring

spinal implant systems. However, there are several problems with the use of fixed screws for

anchoring spinal implants. The exact final position of a bone screw is difficult, if not

impossible, to predict prior to the exposure of the patient's bone. This unpredictability results

from the uncertainty of exact bone formation and shape within an individual patient.

Additionally, it can be difficult to predetermine the structure of the bone, i. e. whether

the bone is soft or even osteoporotic. Even if the final position of the screw can be

predetermined, the necessary shape and position of a spinal rod implant may create unwanted

stress upon the bone screw or the bone itself. This is especially true where a plurality of

screws is required along the spinal column for securement of an implant. The alignment of the

rod with several screws along the vertebrae compounds this problem and makes undesired

stress much more probable. Moreover, this misalignment may influence the extent and speed

of correction of the spinal defect.
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O It is thus desirable to have a polyaxial securement method. There exists a number of

Spatents drawn to polyaxial bone screws. Unfortunately, the advantage of many of these

designs comes at the expense of bulk in the connection means or complexity of implantation.
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As the size of a bone screw increases, so too does the displacement of normal bodily

formations, such as muscular tissue or bone. It is common in the insertion of spinal implants

to necessarily remove portions of vertebral bone to allow proper insertion of a bone screw.

Moreover, this bulk may result in long-term muscular displacement that may lead to a

patient's pain or discomfort.

Increased complexity of the installation procedure is undesirable because it increases

a patient's time in surgery. Increased operating time is known to increase the risk of many

complications associated with surgery. The additional time necessary to remove, or even

temporarily dislocate, bone or muscular tissue also increases operating time, and thus the risk

of complications.

It is also desirable with some patients to have a spinal implant system that allows the

vertebral column to settle naturally under the weight of the human body. Human bone heals

more readily under some pressure. In a rigid spinal implant system, the patient's spinal

colun may be unnaturally held apart by the structure of the implant. It is possible that this

stretching of the vertebrae, in relation to one another, results in delayed or incomplete healing

of the bone.

In view of the above, there is a long felt but unsolved need for a method and system

that avoids the above-mentioned deficiencies of the prior art and that provides an effective

system that is relatively simple to employ and requires minimal displacement or removal of

bodily tissue.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

In accordance with the present invention, a polyaxial connector device is provided

with a socket for receiving a headed connecting link. A surgical implant assembly employing

the polyaxial connector device is also disclosed. The surgical implant assembly of the

present invention includes an attachment device, a headed anchor shaft (or tension link), and

a connector. The attachment device of the present invention has a shank with a securement

mechanism on one end and an enlarged area on the other end. The securement mechanism

may be selected from any known method of securing one article to another, for example, a

hook, a plate, a flanged device, or an adhesive, however, it is anticipated that the most

common securement mechanism used will be screw threads. The enlarged area includes a
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hollow core, a socket, and a central aperture providing access to the hollow core. The

enlarged area need only be large enough to envelop the head of the anchoring shaft and

provide a wall thickness necessary for strength considerations.

The attachmnent device may include additional features to enable the insertion of the

head end of the tension link into the hollow core. The enlarged area of the attachment device

may include an entry channel, leading to the hollow core, that accommodates the tension link

head end so that the tension link may be advanced, shaft end first, until the head of the

tension link is positioned within the hollow core. Additionally, the entry channel and the

central aperture may be connected by an slot through the wall of the enlarged area. In this

way, the tension link head end may be positioned within the hollow core without extending

the entire length of the tension link beyond the enlarged area of the attachment device

opposite the central aperture. The surgeon may place only the head end of the tension link

at the entry channel, slide the tension link shaft through the tension link slot, and draw the

head end into the hollow core. Alternatively, in lieu of an entry channel or tension link slot,

the enlarged area may include one or more expansion slots. In this embodiment, the head of

the tension link may be inserted into the hollow core through the central aperture by the

application of enough force to expand the central aperture. Once the head of the tension link

is properly received into the hollow core, the enlarged area returns to its original size and

shape. Unwanted expansion of the enlarged area is prevented by the connector once the

enlarged area is properly seated into a head receptacle on the connector during implantation.

This maintains the head of the tension link within the hollow core.

The external surface of the enlarged area of the attachment device maybe formed into

one of limitless geometries. For example, the external surface may be spherical, or at least

semi-spherical. The external surface may be at least slightly aspheric. By controlling the

degree of asphericity, the contact surface between the attachment device and the connector

can thereby control the degree of freedom of the connector relative to the attachment device.

Alternatively, the external surface may be conical, or a truncated cone shape, to allow

rotational freedom while maintaining a coaxial relationship between the attachment device

and the connector. Also, the external surface may be polyhedral or provided with facets to

allow angular displacement in only finite steps or prevented altogether. In embodiments

including conical, truncated cone shape, polyhedral or faceted geometries of the external
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surface of the enlarged area, the mating head receptacle of the connector may have

corresponding geometry.

The tension link secures and maintains the position of the connector relative to the

attachment device. The tension link is a shaft with a head end and a thread end. The head

end, as described above, is contained within the hollow core of the attachment device. The

threaded end extends through the connector and is secured to the connector by a link nut

threaded onto the thread end.

The tension link may be provided with a projection to prevent undesirable rotation

of the link when tightening or loosening the link nut, yet still enable angular displacement

necessary to provide a polyaxial connection. In one embodiment, a link retainer, or a

projection, may be provided on the shaft of the tension link. In this embodiment, it is

necessary to provide a link retainer recess within the tension link cavity of the connector. In

an alternative embodiment, the link retainer, or projection, may be provided at the

intersection of the tension link shaft and the head end, and extending over a portion of the

surface of the head end. In this embodiment, used with the attachment device embodiment

including a tension link slot, the rotation may be prevented by contacting the link retainer

with one side of the tension link slot. In either of the two foregoing embodiments, it is

desirable to undersize the link retainer, relative to the link retainer recess or the tension link

slot, so that the polyaxial freedom of the tension link and attachment device combination is

not unduly limited. In an alternative embodiment, a retaining process, or small projection,

may be provided on the tension link head. The retaining process should be positioned such

that the retaining process is within the entry channel. Undesired rotation may be prevented

by contacting the small projection with the wall of the entry channel.

The connector couples the attachment device to the implant component, such as a

spinal rod implant. The connector has a connecting end with a head receptacle, a rod end

with a rod aperture, and a tension link cavity. The tension link, with its head positioned in

the hollow core of the attachment device, is inserted through the tension link cavity so that

an enlarged area of the attachment device nests in the head receptacle. The rod aperture

secures the implant component in a desired position. The rod aperture may be secured by

the tension link when the link nut is threaded and tightened on the link. In this embodiment,

the rod end of the connector has a gap on one side of the rod aperture. The tension link
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cavity extends continuously through the tension link on both sides of the gap. The upper

portion of the rod end forms a tab. As the tab is drawn toward the receiver end of the

connector the gap narrows until the rod aperture firmly clamps the implant component or

until the gap is drawn completely together.

In still other embodiments, it may also be desirable to provide a separate system for

securing the connector to the attachment device and for securing the implant component to

the connector. Therefore, in an alternative embodiment, the gap is connected to the rod

aperture in a position that does not intersect the rod aperture. In this embodiment, a separate

screw, or other connection device, is required to secure the implant component in the rod

aperture. The tension link is then used to secure the connector to the attachment device.

In either of the two foregoing connector embodiments, it may be desirable to secure

the rod within the rod aperture without clamping to the extent axial movement of the rod

within the rod aperture is prevented. In this way, for example, the spine may settle under its

own weight and provide a better healing environment for the bone. In conjunction with this

embodiment, the implant component may be supplied with flanges, or other extensions to

constrain axial movement of the implant component within a desired range.

To surgically implant a device of the present invention, the surgeon may attach an

attachment device, selected from one of the embodiments of the present invention. After

successful attachment, the surgeon may insert a tension link of the present invention by

positioning the head end of the tension link within the hollow core of the attachment device.

The surgeon may then place a connector, with a head receptacle designed for mating with the

second end of the attachment device, upon the attachment device by inserting the tension link

through the tension link cavity of the connector. At this point, the surgeon may select the

desired angle of position of the connector for attaching a implant component. Once the

connector is properly adjusted, the link nut may be secured to the tension link, thereby

securing the elements together in the desired position. The link nut may be loosened, as

necessary, to readjust the placement of the implant component. Alternatively, if a connector

having a separate implant component securement device is used, the step of securing the link

nut may be delayed until after the implant component is secured in the rod aperture and

properly positioned.
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Based on the foregoing summary, a number of worthwhile aspects of the present

invention can be readily identified. A connector device is provided with a small and simple

polyaxial adjustment mechanism. The minimal size of the enlarged area of the connector

device allows attachment of the device to human bone without significant displacement of

human tissue. Therefore, the complexity of surgery and the following pain and discomfort

of the patient may be minimized. The polyaxial nature of the device, combined with the

small size, may allow a surgeon to attach the securement device to a secure portion of the

human body without the need to remove bony processes to accommodate a larger attachment

device. Additionally, a simple surgical implant assembly, including the polyaxial attachment

device, is provided. The simplicity of the elements, and the assembly process thereof, may

reduce the patient's time in surgery, thus reducing the risk and probability of surgical

complications. Finally, a number of embodiments of the present invention may be used in

combination to allow the surgeon great latitude in selection of materials. The surgeon may

select from different embodiments of the attachment device, the tension link, and the

connector to best fit the surgical implant parameters. With these choices the surgeon may

then best determine which embodiments of which elements to select to minimize removal

or displacement ofbodily tissue or bone, and thereby reduce both the patient's risk of surgical

complications and post-surgical pain and discomfort.

Additional advantages of the present invention will become readily apparent from the

following discussion, particularly when taken together with the accompanying drawings.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

Fig. 1 a is a partial cross-sectional view of one embodiment of the connector device

of the present invention;

Fig. lb is an end perspective view of an alternative embodiment of the connector

device of the present invention;

Fig. 2 is an end perspective view of an alternative embodiment of the connector

device of the present invention;

Fig. 3 is a cross-sectional view of the connector device shown if Fig. 2;

Fig. 4 is an end perspective view of another alternative embodiment of the connector

device of the present invention;
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Fig. 5 is a top plan view of the connector device shown in Fig. 4;

Fig. 6 is an end perspective view of yet another alternative embodiment of the

connector device of the present invention;

Fig. 7 is an end perspective view of still another alternative embodiment of the

connector device of the present invention;

Fig. 8 is an elevation view of the connector device shown in Fig. 7;

Fig. 9a is an front elevation view of one embodiment of the tension link with a link

retainer of the present invention;

Fig. 9b is a side elevation view of the tension link with link retainer shown in Fig. 7a;

Fig. 9 is an end view of the tension link with link retainer shown in Fig. 7a;

Fig. 10a is an front elevation view of an alternative embodiment of the tension link

with a link retainer of the present invention;

Fig. 10b is a side elevation view of the tension link with link retainer shown in Fig.

8a;

Fig. 11 is a perspective view of the tension link with head end process of the present

invention;

Fig. 12 is a side elevation view of one embodiment of the connector of the present

invention;

Fig. 13 is a side perspective view of an alternative embodiment of the connector of

the present invention;

Fig. 14 is an bottom perspective view of the connector shown in Fig. 11;

Fig. 15 is a side perspective view of another alternative embodiment of the connector

of the present invention;

Fig. 16 is a side elevation view of yet another alternative embodiment of the

connector of the present invention;

Fig. 17 is a cross-sectional view of one embodiment of the surgical implant assembly

of the present invention;

Fig. 18 is a perspective view of an alternative embodiment of the surgical implant

assembly of the present invention;

Fig. 19a is a cross-sectional elevation view of another alternative embodiment of the

surgical implant assembly of the present invention; and
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O Fig. 19b is a plan view of the surgical implant assembly shown in Fig. 19a.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED EMBODIMENT

With reference to Fig. 1, one embodiment of the attachment device (or connectionci
device) of the present invention is shown in partial cross-section. The attachment device 

IO includes a shank 12 having a first end 14 and a second end 16. The first end 14 of the shank

12 includes a securement mechanism 18. As shown in Fig. 1, the securement mechanism 18
0
00 may be screw threads. It is noted, however, that the securement mechanism 18 may includeci

Sany known method of securing one item to another. For example, the securement mechanism

O 10 18 may be a hook, a plate, a flange, or adhesive. In the case of the securement mechanism 18ci
as a flange or plate, the securement mechanism 18 may require additional hardware such as

screws, bolts, or adhesive to secure the plate or flange to the intended object. In the case of the

securement mechanism 18 as an adhesive, or requiring the additional use of adhesive, the

adhesive would necessarily be applied to the securement mechanism 18, not included within

it. Additionally, adhesive could be used with the securement mechanism 18, e. applied to

screw threads, for additional securement capacity.

The second end 16 of the shank 12 generally comprises an enlarged area 20 including

a central core 22 and an aperture 24. The second end 16 of Fig. 1 is shown in cross-sectional

view to more clearly show the central core 22 and the aperture 24.

With reference to Fig. 2, an embodiment of the second end 16 of the shank 12 is

shown. In this embodiment, the enlarged area 20 includes a hollow core 22 and a central

aperture 24. The enlarged area also includes an entry channel 26. The entry channel 26 is

operatively connected with the hollow core 22 such that a tension link 28, having a shaft 

with a threaded end 32 and a head end 34, maybe inserted, threaded end 32 first, through the

entry channel 26, the hollow core 22, and central aperture 24 until the head end 34 of the

tension link 28 is retained within the hollow core 22 by the central aperture 24.

With reference to Fig. 3, the embodiment of the second end 16 of attachment device

is shown in cross-section. Fig. 3 clarifies the operational relationship between the entry

channel 26, the hollow core 22 and the central aperture 24.

With reference to Fig. 4, an alternative embodiment of the attachment device 10 is

shown. This embodiment is similar to the embodiment of Figs. 2 and 3, but with an
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O additional element. In this embodiment, a tension link slot 36 is provided between the entry

channel 26 and the central aperture 24. The tension link slot 36 allows the shaft 30 of the

tension link 28 to be inserted through the tension link slot 36. In this way, the tension link 28

may be inserted through the tension link slot 36 to pass through both central aperture 24 and

the entry channel 26. The tension link 28 may then be drawn through the aperture 24 until the

Itension link head end 34 passes through the entry channel 26 and rests in the hollow 22. This

embodiment may allow the surgeon to insert a tension link 28 into an attachment device 

00 secured to the human body in cases where the obstacles, including the human body itself, or

parts thereof, prevent the length of the tension link 28 from extending completely beyond the

entry channel 26 opposite the central aperture 24.

Fig. 5 shows an end view, from the second end 16, of the embodiment of the

attachment device 10 from Fig. 4. Fig. 5 clarifies the relationship between the tension link slot

36 and the central aperture 24, the hollow core 22 and the entry channel 26. It should be noted

that the central aperture 24 is shown in Fig. 5 as located at top dead center of the enlarged

portion 20 of the attachment device 10. However, the location of the central aperture 24 may

be at any angular relationship to the shank 12. This location of the central aperture 24 applies

to this, and every other, embodiment of the attachment device 10. The hollow core 22 should

be sized to receive the head end 34 of the tension link 28, in this and other embodiments of

the present invention. Similarly, the central aperture 24 should be sized to accommodate the

tension link shaft 30, and with enough clearance to provide the desired angular displacement.

For example, it may be desirable to provide from about 0 to 60 degrees of angular

displacement of the tension link 28 from the longitudinal axis of the attachment device 10. In

some instances, a smaller range may be advantageous.

With reference to Fig. 6, an additional alternative embodiment, of the enlarged area 

of the attachment device 10 is shown. In this embodiment, the enlarged area 20 includes a

hollow core 22 and a central aperture 24, but does not include an entry channel 26. Instead, at

least one expansion slot 38 extends from the central aperture 24 along the exterior surface of

the enlarged area 20. The expansion slot 38 extends completely through the wall defined by

the hollow core 22 and the exterior surface of the enlarged area 20. The embodiment of Fig. 6

includes two expansion slots 38 diametrically opposite from one another, however, the

number of expansion slots 38 and their location in radial relation to the central aperture 24
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may be selected in the design of the attachment device 10 according to, among other things,

the application, or the size and material of construction of the attachment device 10. The

expansion slots 38 may allow insertion of the head end 34 of the tension link 28 into the

hollow core 22 through the central aperture 24 by allowing deformation of the enlarged area

20. As explained in more detail below, the connector 40, more specifically, the head

receptacle 42 of the connector 40, when properly installed over the enlarged area 20 prevents

further deformation of the enlarged area 20, and thus the central aperture 24 retains the head

34 of the tension link 28 within the hollow core 22.

With reference to Fig. 7, yet another alternative embodiment of the enlarged area 

of the attachment device 10 is shown. In this embodiment, at least a portion of the enlarged

area 20 includes a substantially conical portion around the central aperture 24. The head

receptacle 42 of the connector 40 has mating geometry to the enlarged area 20. Thus, the

partially conical shape of the enlarged area 20 allows polyaxial positioning of the connector

while controlling movement in one degree of freedom. The connector 40 may rotate

around the central axis of the conical section, however, the mating geometry of the head

receptacle 42 prevents angular displacement relative to the central axis of the conical section.

Obviously, the central aperture 24 may require that the shape of the enlarged area 20 not be

truly conical. The central aperture 24 may necessitate the geometry of the enlarged area 

to be more aptly described as a truncated cone shape.

Fig. 8 shows the embodiment of the attachment device 10 of Fig. 7 in an elevation

view. While Fig. 8 shows the enlarged area 20 to include a hollow core 22, a central aperture

24, and an entry channel 26, it is noted that conical-shaped enlarged area 20 shown in Figs.

7 and 8 may be used with any alternative embodiments of the attachment device 10 related

to the method of insertion of the tension link head 34 into the hollow core 22, including, for

example, the expansion slots 38, or the tension link slot 36.

In alternative embodiments not shown in the drawings, the exterior surface of the

enlarged area 20 may other configurations. For example, the exterior surface of the enlarged

area 20 may be formed as a polyhedron, such as a dodecahedron, or be provided with facets.

In this embodiment, the head receptacle 42 of the connector 40 will also have a

corresponding geometry. In this way, a polyaxial relationship is provided between the
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O attachment device 10 and the connector 40, yet limiting this polyaxial relationship to a finite

number of angular displacement.

The enlarged area 20 is shown in the drawings as at least approximately spheric. It is

noted, however that the enlarged area 20 and/or the head receptacle 42 of the connector 

may also be aspheric. The use of the aspheric construction of either the enlarged area 20 or

I) the head receptacle 42, or both, may accommodate the elasticity and deformation of the

Smaterial the structure. The amount of asphericity may be selected to control the area of

00 surface contact between the enlarged area 20 and the head receptacle 42 of the connector 

The amount of asphericity may also be selected to control or vary the degree of freedom

S 10 required by the linkage.

Further, in any embodiment or configuration of the enlarged area 20, the external

surface of the enlarged area 20 may be textured, provided with a specified surface

roughness. The texture, or surface roughness, of the enlarged area 20 may be selected to

properly control the friction between the enlarged area 20 and the had receptacle 42, and thus

controlling, among other things, the tension force required to secure the devices together or

degrees of freedom in their combination. It should be noted that the internal wall of the

hollow core 22, the head end 34 of the tension link 28, and/or the head receptacle 42 of the

connector 40 may also be provided with a texture, or surface roughness.

With reference to Figs.9a, 9b and 9c,a tension link 28 is shown. The tension link 28 is

generally a shaft 30 with a head end 34 and a thread end 32. As shown in Figs. 9a, 9b, and 9c,

one embodiment of the tension link 28 may include a link retainer 44. The link retainer 44, in

this embodiment, comprises a projection on the shaft 30 of the tension link 28. The link

retainer 44 may be used to prevent unwanted rotation, but not angular orientation, of the

tension link 28 within the hollow core 22 of the attachment device 

Fig. 9a shows an embodiment of the tension link with a link retainer 44 in partial side

elevation. Fig. 9b shows the same embodiment in front elevation. Fig. 9c shows this

embodiment in plan view as seen from the thread end 32 of the tension link 28. The thread

end 28 of the tension link 28 is not shown in Figs. 9a, 9b, and 9c.

With reference to Figs. 10a and 10b, an alternative embodiment of the link retainer 44

of the tension link 28 is shown. The tension link 28 is shown in partial side elevation and
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partial front elevation, in Fig. 10a and Fig. 10b, respectively. Again, this view is "partial"

because the thread end 32 of the tension link 28 is omitted from the drawing. The link

retainer 44 in this embodiment is a projection tfiat spans the intersection of the shaft 30 and

the head end 34 of the tension link 28 and extends partially along the surface of the head end

34. This embodiment may be used in conjunction with the embodiment of the attachment

device 10 including the tension link slot 36, as shown in Figs. 4 and 5 above. As in the

previous embodiment, the tension link may be prevented from unwanted rotation of the

tension link 28 within the hollow core 22. The link retainer 44 maybe placed in contact with

the wall of the tension link slot 36 to prevent such rotation.

With reference to Fig. 11, an alternative embodiment of the tension link 28 is shown.

The tension link 28 again includes a shaft 30 with a head end 34 and a thread end 32, and,

in this embodiment, a head end process 46. The head end process 46 is a projection on the

head end 34 of the tension link 28. The head end process 46 may be used to prevent rotation

of the tension link 28 within the hollow core 22 similar to the link retainer 44. However, this

embodiment would most commonly be used with an attachment device 10 having a entry

channel 26, and the head end process 46 could be placed in contact with a wall of the entry

channel 26 to prevent the rotation.

With reference to Fig. 12, an embodiment of the connector 40 is shown. The

connector has a receiving end 48 and a rod end 50. The receiving end 48 includes a head

receptacle 42 for receiving the enlarged area 20 of the attachment device 10. The rod end 

includes a rod aperture 52 for receiving a implant component 54, such as a spinal rod implant

or other device. A tension link cavity 56 is provided from the head receptacle 42 to the rod

end 50. The tension link cavity 56 is sized to allow the insertion of the thread end 32 of a

tension link 28 through the connector 40. In the embodiment of the connector 40 shown in

Fig. 12, a link nut recess 58 is provided at the rod end 50 adjacent to the tension link cavity

56 for seating a link nut 60 used to secure the connector 40 to the tension link 28. As shown

in Fig. 12, the connector may include a gap 62 located medially between the receiving end

48 and the rod end 50, and in operative relationship with the rod aperture 52 such that when

the gap 62 is closed, the rod aperture 52 may secure the implant component 54. In this

embodiment, tightening of the link nut 60 on the tension link 28 closes the gap 62, and thus

secures the implant component 54, concurrently with securing the connector 40 to the
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O attachment device 10 in a desired position. The embodiment shown in Fig. 12 includes the

alternative feature of a link retainer recess 64. The link retainer recess 64 is a void located

along the tension link cavity 56 and adjacent to the head receptacle 42. The link retainer

recess 64 accommodates the link retainer 44 of the embodiment shown in Fig. 9a, 9b and 9c,

such that the link retainer 44 may contact the wall of the link retainer recess 64 and prevent

IN undesired rotation of the tension link 28. The link retainer recess 64 should be sized

accordingly.

00 Referring now to Fig. 13, an alternative embodiment of the connector 40 of the present

Sinvention is shown. Like the embodiment of Fig. 13, the connector 40 of this embodiment has
0

O 10 a receiving end 48 with a head receptacle 42, a rod end 50 with a rod aperture 52, and a

tension link cavity 56. In this embodiment, however, the rod aperture 52 is offset from the

body of the connector 40. The ability to offset the rod aperture 52 may provide greater attitude

to the surgeon when attempting to avoid obstacles such as bones or other tissues.

Fig. 14 shows the embodiment of the connector 40 of Fig. 13 from the receiving end

48. The tension link cavity 56 in this embodiment does not include the alternative element of

the link retainer recess 64.

With reference to Fig. 15, an alternative embodiment of the connector 40 is shown. In

this embodiment, the implant component 54 is secured in the rod aperture 52 separately from

securing the connector 40 to the attachment device 10 by the tension link 28. The tension link

cavity 56 does not intersect the gap 62 in the wall of the rod aperture 52. Instead, a portion of

the wall of the rod aperture forms a tab 66 with a implant securement hold 67. The tab 66 may

be secured to the connector 40 by a implant securement screw 69 inserted through the implant

securement hole 67 and into the connector 40. This configuration may provide further offset

capacity for the connector from the attachment device 

Referring now to Fig. 16, a further embodiment of the connector 40 is provided

wherein the implant component 54 is secured in the rod aperture 52 separately from securing

the connector 40 to the attachment device 10. As in the embodiment of Fig. 15, a portion of

the wall of the rod aperture forms a tab 66 with a implant securement hole 67. The tab 66 may

be secured to the connector 40 by a implant securement screw 69 inserted through the
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O implant securement hole 67 and into the connector 40. However, in this embodiment, the tab

66 is located toward the exterior of the connector 

With reference to Fig. 17, a possible combination of the above described elements is

provided to show a surgical implantation system. The surgical implant system 70 includes a

attachment device 10, a tension link 28, a connector 40, and a link nut 60. The implant

IND component 54 is omitted from this drawing. The tension link head end 34 is inserted into the

hollow core 22 of the attachment device 10. The tension link 28 extends through the tension

00 link cavity 56 of the connector 40 such that the enlarged area 20 of the attachment device 

Sis received into the head receptacle 42 of the connector 40. The connector 40 may then be

O 10 secured to the attachment device 10 in proper position by tightening the link nut 60 on the

tension link 28. In this embodiment, tightening the link nut 60 will also close the rod aperture

gap 62 and secure the implant component 54 within the rod aperture 52.

As an aside, the head receptacle wall 68 is shown extending to approximately the

"equator" or diameter of the enlarged area 20 of the attachment device 10. It should be noted

that the extent that the head receptacle wall 68 engages the enlarged area 20 may be varied.

For instance, a smaller wall 68 engagement may be desirable to provide greater wall 68

engagement with the enlarged area 20 to prevent unnecessary deformation of the enlarged

area 20, for example when the enlarged area 20 is provided with an expansion slot 38 or a

tension link slot 36. Further, if the head receptacle wall 68 is designed for engagement beyond

the "equator" of the enlarged area, the head receptacle wall 68 may match the contour of the

enlarged area 20. In other words, the size of the head receptacle 42, at the farthest point on the

receiving end 48 of the connector 40, may be smaller than the maximum size of the enlarged

area 20 at its "equator". This may provide an additional advantage to the surgeon. In this

situation, a tactile or audible signal may be provided when the enlarged area 20 is properly

received into the head receptacle 42.

With reference to Fig. 18, an alternative arrangement of the surgical implant system 

is shown. In this embodiment, the connectors 40 secure a implant component 54, in this case a

rod, to the attachment devices 10. The orientation of the attachment devices 10 illustrate the

polyaxial nature of the system 70. The attachment devices may be secured to whatever

structure is necessary at different angles and on different planes.



Referring now to Figs. 19a and 19b, an alternative embodiment of the surgical

implantation system 70 is provided. In this embodiment, a dynamic system is created

wherein the implant component 54 is allowed to move freely along its longitudinal axis

within connector rod aperture 52. This is accomplished by manufacturing some clearance

tolerance within the rod aperture 52 when the link nut 60 is completely tightened on tension

link 28. Fig. 19a also shows an alternative embodiment of a'retaining recess 72 adjacent to

the connector rod aperture 52. The retaining recess 72 corresponds with a retaining process

74 on the implant component 54 to limit the extent of dynamic nature within the implant.

The retaining recess 72 and the retaining process 74 are sized and work in relation to one

another such that the longitudinal movement of the implant component 54 is arrested when

the retaining process 74 nests in the retaining recess 72.

Although it is not shown in the drawings, it is also possible to use the retaining

process 74 without the retaining recess 72. It this aspect, the longitudinal movement of the

implant component 54 is arrested when the retaining process 74 contacts the exterior surface

of the connector 40 at the rod aperture 52. It is also possible to use either of the two above

embodiments on either side of the rod aperture 52, wherein the longitudinal movement of the

implant component 54 can be constrained in one or both directions.

Additional embodiments of the present invention are not shown in the drawings. For

example, it is expected that the attachment device 10 may be used in conjunction with a hook

in place of the tension link 28. In this embodiment, the hook would have a ball end and a

hook end. The ball end would be inserted into the central core 22 of the attachment device

and the hook end would be used to secure some bodily structure, such as a bone. The

hook rod would be capable of polyaxial movement.

The present invention also relates to a method of using the embodiments as set forth

above. In one embodiment, the method using a surgical implant system 70 would first

require the selective insertion of the attachment device 10 into a human bone. The tension

link head end 34 could then inserted into the hollow core 22 of the attachment device 

The step of insertion of the head end 34 would depend upon the embodiment of the

attachment device 10 selected. For example, if a attachment device 10 with an entry channel

26, but no tension link slot 36, is provided, the tension link 28 is positioned in the aperture

24 by way of the entry channel 26. The connector 40 is positioned on the tension link 28 by

inserting the tension link 28 through the connector tension link cavity 56.
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At this point, the surgeon can position the connector 40 such that the implant

component 54, when properly inserted in connector rod aperture 52, is held in the desired

position along the spinal column. The surgeon can then secure the position of the implant

component 54 and the connector 40 in relation to the attachment device 10 by tightening the

link nut 60 on the tension link threaded end 32. This process is repeated, as necessary, along

the spinal column at various points along the implant component 54. In this way, the surgeon

has implemented the above described embodiments as a method for using the surgical

implant system, for example, in repairing a degenerative spinal condition.

It is understood that the present invention has application outside the surgical

implantation field. The polyaxial securing mechanism of the present invention is not limited

to medical implants. The present invention, for example, could be used to secure guy wires

or rods. In this application, the anchor screw could be inserted into the ground, set

directly in to the soil, mounted in a concrete footing, or similar mounting. The guy wire or

rod the tension link) could then be inserted through the anchor screw and connected to

the structure to be secured. The guy rod may include a turnbuckle. The turn buckle can then

be adjusted to the desired tension in the guy rod. In this way, some room for error in the

location of the anchor bolt is built into the installation process. The guy rod may be installed

between the anchor screw and the structure without placing undue stress on the guy rod, or

requiring unnecessary bending of the guy rod, due to misalignment between the connection

point on the structure and the anchor bolt position. This is especially beneficial when a

turnbuckle is implemented in the guy rod. The polyaxial nature of the anchor screw would

allow the turnbuckle to be more easily adjusted since the stress within the guy rod is limited

to the axial direction of the rod, no bending stress on the turnbuckle.

This is just one example of the possible applications of the present invention outside

the field of medical implants. Other applications, by no means exhaustive, may include

connecting legs of a tripod to a base and mounting track lighting fixtures.

While various embodiments of the present invention have been described in detail,

it is apparent that modifications and adaptations of those embodiments will occur to those

skilled in the art. However, it is to be expressly understood that such modifications and

adaptations are within the spirit and scope of the present invention, as set forth in the

following claims.
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0What is claimed is:

1. An attachment device adapted for use with a tension link, the tension

N 5 link including a shaft and a tension link head, the device comprising:

a shank having first and second ends,
ID said first end having a securing mechanism, and

osaid second end comprising an enlarged area including a hollow core, an entry
O

0channel, and a central aperture operatively connected with said hollow core, and said

entry channel, said enlarged area including a wall defined by said hollow core and an
0exterior surface, said central aperture located at the top of said second end and

substantially aligned with said shank, said central aperture located within said wall

wherein a portion of said wall circumscribes said central aperture and retains the

tension link head within said hollow core after insertion therein, said entry channel

separated from said central aperture by a portion of said enlarged area, wherein said

entry channel is sized for receiving the, tension link head and said central aperture is

sized for accommodating the shaft of the tension link.

2. An attachment device as in claim 1, wherein said second end further

comprises a tension link slot operatively connected with said central aperture.

3. An attachment device as in claim 1, wherein said securing mechanism

comprises screw threads.

4. An attachment device as in claim 1, wherein at least a portion of the

second end of said attachment device has a shape selected from the group

consisting of spherical, semispherical, aspherical, and a truncated cone shape.

A surgical implant assembly, comprising:

an attachment device having first and second ends, said second end

comprising an enlarged area including a hollow core, an entry channel, and a central

aperture operatively connected with said hollow core and said entry channel, said

entry channel separated from said central aperture by a portion of said enlarged

area;
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N a tension link having a proximal end and a distal end, said proximal end

having a tension link head and said distal end being threaded, said tension link head

insertable into said hollow core through said entry channel and retained within said

N 5 hollow core by said central aperture;

a connector having a receiving end with a tension link cavity said connector

Isecured to said attachment device by a link nut on said distal end of said tension link.

6. The surgical implant assembly of claim 5, further comprising:

an implant component wherein said implant component is secured to said
0assembly with said connector by tightening said link nut on said tension link.

7. The surgical implant assembly of claim 6, wherein said implant

component includes a retaining process, whereby longitudinal movement of said

implant component arrests when said retaining process contacts said connector.

8. The surgical implant assembly of claim 5, wherein said second end of

said attachment device further comprises a tension link slot operatively connected

with said central aperture.

9. A method of installing a surgical implant assembly, comprising the

steps of:

securing an attachment device to human bone, said attachment device

having a shank with first and second ends, said second end including an enlarged

area including a hollow core, an entry channel, and a central aperture operatively

connected with said hollow core and said entry channel, said entry channel

separated from said central aperture by a portion of said enlarged area;

attaching a tension link comprising a proximal end having a tension link

head and distal end having threads, to said attachment device by inserting said

tension link head into said hollow core such that said distal end of said tension link

extends through said central aperture;

seating a connector onto said second end of said attachment device

such that said tension link extends through a tension link cavity in said connector;
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inserting an implant component through an aperture in said connector;

and

securing said connector to said attachment device and said implant

N 5 component to said connector by threading and tightening a link nut onto said distal

end of said tension link.

The method of claim 9, further comprising the step of adjusting an
0 angular relationship between said attachment device and said connector.

510
11. The method of claim 9, wherein said adjusting step occurs between

steps and 

12. The method of claim 9, wherein;

said attaching step further comprises inserting said distal end of said tension

link through, respectively, said entry channel, said hollow core, and pulling said

tension link through said central aperture until said tension link head is positioned in

said hollow core.

13. The method of claim 9, further comprising the step of securing said

implant component.

14. The method of claim 9, wherein said step of securing said implant

component occurs before step 

The method of claim 9, wherein said step of securing said implant

component occurs after step 

16. A method of installing a surgical implant assembly, comprising the

steps of:

securing an attachment device to human bone, said attachment device

having a shank with first and second ends, said second end having a hollow core, an

entry channel, a central aperture, and a tension link slot through said second end to

said hollow core between said entry channel and said central aperture;
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attaching a tension link including a proximal end having a tension link

head and a distal end having threads, to said attachment device by placing said

tension link head at an entrance of said entry channel and inserting said tension link

into said tension link slot such that said tension link is located within said central

aperture, and pulling said tension link until said tension link head is positioned in said

Ihollow core and such that said distal end of said tension link extends through said

central aperture;
0O seating a connector onto said second end of said attachment device

such that said distal end of said tension link extends through a tension link cavity in

osaid connector;

inserting an implant component through an aperture in said connector;

and

securing said connector to said attachment device by threading and

tightening a link nut onto said distal end of said tension link.

17. An attachment device adapted for use with a tension link having a

tension link head and a shaft, the device comprising:

a shank having first and second ends,

said first end having a securing mechanism, and

said second end devoid of threads and including an entry channel said second

end including a wall defined by a hollow core and an exterior surface, said second

end including a central aperture located within said wall wherein a portion of the wall

circumscribes said

central aperture and retains the tension link head within said hollow core after

insertion therein, said hollow core adapted to receive the tension link head, said

central aperture located at the top of said second end and substantially aligned with

said shank.

18. An attachment device as in claim 17, wherein said securing mechanism

comprising screw threads.
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19. An attachment device as in claim 17, wherein at least a portion of the

second end of said attachment device has a shape selected from the group

consisting of: spherical, semi-spherical, aspherical, and a truncated cone shape.

ci 

A bone attachment device adapted for receiving a tension link head of a

Itension link, comprising:

oa shank having first and second ends,
0 said first end having a securing mechanism, and

said second end including an entry channel and a hollow core adapted to
0receive the tension link head, said second end further including a central aperture

sized for retaining the tension link head within said hollow core, said second end

further including a tension link slot between said entry channel and said central

aperture.

21. An attachment device as in claim 20, wherein said securing mechanism

comprises screw threads.

22. An attachment device as in claim 20, wherein said second end is

devoid of threads.

23. A bone attachment device adapted for receiving a tension link head of a

tension link, and further adapted for operatively connecting to a connector,

comprising:

a single integral piece comprising a shank including securing means for

attaching said device to a bone and an end devoid of threads, said end including a

central aperture sized to accommodate a shaft of the tension rink, said central

aperture located at the top of said end and substantially aligned with said shank, said

end further comprising means for allowing insertion of the tension link head within a

hollow core.

24. An attachment device as in claim 23, wherein said securing means

comprises screw threads
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N 25. An attachment device as in claim 23, wherein said end further

Scomprises a tension link slot.

N 5 26. An attachment device as in claim 23, wherein said end further includes

an exterior surface sized to be at least partially encompassed by the connector.
VO

27. A bone attachment device adapted for receiving a tension link having aO
0 tension link head and a shaft, the attachment device being operatively connectable to

a connector using the tension link and a link nut threaded on to the shaft, the device
0comprising:

a shank including a first threaded end for attaching said device to a bone and

a second end devoid of threads, said second end including a central aperture leading

to a hollow core, said hollow core sized to retain the tension link head, said central

aperture sized to accommodate the shaft of the tension link, and said second end

further including an exterior surface sized to be at least partially encompassed by the

connector, wherein the connector is secured to the attachment device by tightening

the link nut on the shaft of the tension link, said central aperture located at the top of

said second end and substantially aligned with said shank, said second end further

comprising means for allowing insertion of the tension link head within said

hollow core.

28. An attachment device as in claim 27, wherein said second end further

comprises a tension link slot.

29. An attachment device as in claim 27, further comprising a flared portion

between said first threaded end and said second end.

A bone attachment device adapted for receiving a tension link head of a

tension link, comprising:

a single integral piece comprising a shank including securing means for

attaching said device to a bone and a second end having a wall defined by a hollow

core and an exterior surface, said second end further having a central aperture
contiguous with said hollow core, said central aperture accommodating a shaft of the
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o tension link, wherein at least a portion of said wall is sized to retain the tension link

head after insertion within said hollow core, said central aperture located at the top of
said second end and substantially aligned with said shank, said second end further

N. 5 comprising means for allowing insertion of the tension link head within said hollow
core.

31. An attachment device as in claim 30, wheein said securing means
0 comprises screw threads.

0
32. An attachment device as in claim 30, wherein said exterior surface is

sized to be at least partially encompassed by a connector.

33. An attachment device as in claim 30, wherein said second end further
comprises a tension link slot.

34. An attachment device adapted for use with a tension link, the tension
link including a shaft and a tension link head, the device comprising:

a shank having first and second ends,
said first end having a securing mechanism, and
said second end comprising an enlarged area including a hollow core, an entry

channel, and a central aperture contiguous with said hollow core and said entry
channel, said entry channel spaced apart from said central aperture, said enlarged
area including a wall defined by said hollow core and an exterior surface, said central
aperture passing through said wall wherein a portion of said wall circumscribes said
central aperture, and wherein said portion of said wall retains the tension link head
within said hollow core after insertion therein, said second end further including a
tension link slot between said entry channel and said central aperture, wherein said
entry channel is sized for receiving the tension link head, and said central aperture is
sized for accommodating the shaft of the tension link.

An attachment device as in claim 34, wherein said securing mechanism
comprises screw threads.
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0 36. A surgical implant assembly, comprising:

an attachment device having first and second ends, said second end

comprising an enlarged area including a hollow core, an entry channel, and a central

N 5 aperture contiguous with said hollow core and said entry channel, said entry channel

spaced apart from said central aperture;

a tension link having a proximal end and a distal end, said proximal end

0 having a tension link head and said distal end including means for securing, said
OO-0 tension link head insertable into said hollow core through said entry channel and

S 10 retained within said hollow core; and
0

a connector having a receiving end with a tension link cavity, said connector

secured to said attachment device by said securing means.

37. The surgical implant assembly of claim 36, wherein said means for

securing comprises a link nut threaded onto said distal end of said tension link.

38. An attachment device adapted for use with a tension link, the tension

link including a tension link head and shaft, the device comprising:

a single integral piece comprising a shank having first and second ends,

said first end having a securing mechanism, and

said second end including an enlarged area devoid of threads and including a

wall defined by a hollow core and an exterior surface, said second end further

comprising a central aperture within said wall wherein a portion of said wall

circumscribes said central aperture and retains the tension link head within said

hollow core after insertion therein, said central aperture contiguous with said hollow

core, said central aperture located at the top of said second end and substantially

aligned with said shank, said central aperture sized to accommodate the shaft of the

tension link, said second end further comprising means for allowing insertion of the

tension link head within said hollow core.

39. The attachment device as claimed in claim 38, wherein said means for

allowing insertion of the tension link head within said hollow core comprises an entry

channel.
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The attachment device as claimed in claim 39, wherein said means for

allowing insertion of the tension link head within said hollow core comprises a tension

link slot.

41. The attachment device as claimed in claim 38, wherein said means for

Iallowing insertion of the tension link head within said hollow core comprises first

o expansion slot.
00

42. The attachment device as claimed in claim 41, further comprising a

0second expansion slot.

43. The attachment device as claimed in claim 38, wherein said securing

mechanism comprises screw threads.

44. A attachment device as in claimed in claim 38, wherein at least a

portion of the second end of said attachment device has a shape selected from the

group consisting of: spherical, semi-spherical, aspherical, and a truncated cone

shape.

The attachment device as claimed in claim 38, wherein said exterior

surface is sized to be at least partially encompassed by a connector.
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